INSTRUCTIONS FOR NG AND J-TUBE USE

1. Turn feeding pump OFF and close roller clamp on administration set.

2. Fill syringe to 10 cc mark with water (7.1 cc).

3. Fill tube with a recommended initial dosage of 2-6 cc of the CLOG ZAPPER solution.

4. Keep APPLICATOR and SYRINGE together with patient if procedure must be repeated.

5. If tubing cannot be flushed, REPEAT steps #4 thru #8.

6. Always check with physician to determine how many times the process can be repeated.

7. Fill syringe completely.

8. Fill tube with a recommended initial dosage of 2-6 cc of the CLOG ZAPPER solution.

9. Turn feeding pump OFF and close roller clamp on administration set.

10. After tube clears...

CAUTION

• Protective eyewear is strongly suggested. CLOG ZAPPER can cause irritation if it gets in contact with the eyes.

STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

• CLOG ZAPPER, once reconstituted, should be used within 24 HOURS.

• REFRIGERATE mixture while not in use.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR G-TUBE USE

• Cut APPLICATOR at dot.

• Discard excess tubing.

• Place APPLICATOR into G-TUBE’s Administration Set port.

• Place FEEDING SET into LOW PROFILE DEVICE following manufacturer’s instructions.

• Place APPLICATOR into FEEDING SET.

• Continue with NG TUBE INSTRUCTIONS above.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LOW PROFILE DEVICES

• Cut APPLICATOR at dot.

• Place APPLICATOR into G-TUBE’s Administration Set port.

• Place APPLICATOR into FEEDING SET.

• Place APPLICATOR into G-TUBE’s Administration Set port.

• Place APPLICATOR into FEEDING SET.

• Place APPLICATOR into G-TUBE’s Administration Set port.

• Place APPLICATOR into FEEDING SET.